Let’s Plant City Trees!

City Trees

The trees along this city street,
Save for the traffic and the trains,
Would make a sound as thin and sweet
As trees in country lanes.
And people standing in their shade
Out of a shower, undoubtedly
Would hear such music as is made
Upon a country tree.
Oh, little leaves that are so dumb
Against a shrieking city air,
I watch you when the wind has come,-I know what sound is there.

Edna St. Vincent Millay

Dear Gardeners, and Appreciators of Our Natural World,
This Saturday, April 25, was going to be our Earth Day Celebration at the Norwalk
Public Library. Each scheduled speaker will be giving their presentations once we reopen
our library doors, but today I thought The Gardening Page would give Louise Washer—
president of the Norwalk River Watershed Association, and co-founder of PollinatorPathway— a nice platform for her inspired quest to plant more trees in Norwalk!
When Louise first told me about the importance of city tree canopies, I at once reflected
back to my grandmother’s house in Wisconsin. There, on her tidy, small suburban
neighborhood street existed rows of trees on either side, forming—in spring and
summer— a green tunnel through which my mother drove (and in fall, a brilliant-colored
tunnel). She parked the car in the cool shade, and we were greeted by the smiling
welcoming face of my grandmother.
I cannot say what species of trees they were. The canopy was never talked about, and it
was only in my private childhood world that I grew to love the trees.
My grandmother was a gardener, as was her mother, and her gardens were filled
seasonally with climbing roses, bright tulips and tiger lilies. On our leaving from our
visits with her—in spring— she would cut one tulip each for me and my sister, and wrap
the stems in tinfoil for the ride back home. I will never forget holding the flower in my
little hands as we drove out of the canopy.

I’d like to thank Louise for teaching me about the importance of these tree canopies in
cities and suburbs, and for bringing back that memory of my grandmother. I understand
now that it is, in large part, due to the tree canopy that my grandmother always had so
many birds, butterflies and bees in her yard; why there was always singing and buzzing.
And why it was always, like her, so full of life.
Let’s plant trees!
All the best, and take good care,
Sally
Sally Nacker
Reference Library Assistant
Seed Library, Seed Club, Gardening Lecture Series,
Exploring Our Natural World Lecture Series
Norwalk Public Library
1 Belden Avenue
Norwalk, CT 06850

Norwalk Tree Canopies
by Louise Washer

Louise loved water at age six!

Now President, Norwalk River Watershed Association

There’s good news and bad news when it comes to our trees in Norwalk. Let’s start with the
good news. Many of the city’s most pressing environmental challenges could be solved, or
nearly so, through one simple action: planting more trees.
And that is something we can all do!

Take a look at the challenges: flooding, air and water pollution, urban heat island effect (heat
from paved areas rising and warming the city), steep declines in bird and pollinator
populations—all exacerbated by climate change. Every one of these problems is mitigated by
restoring Norwalk’s tree canopy. That’s why the Norwalk River Watershed Association, the Tree
Advisory Committee, the Tree Alliance and other partners are working together to plant trees
along the Norwalk Pollinator Pathway.
Planting trees is as close as we can come to waving a magic environmental wand.

Now comes the bad news. Hurricane Sandy did lasting damage to Norwalk’s trees, and following
the hurricane, Eversource did more damage in an attempt to minimize future power outages.
As a result, Norwalk’s tree canopy—the population of tall shade trees throughout the city— is
now the most depleted in all of Southwest CT.

We are all familiar with the problem of flooding in South Norwalk. (I have heard that oysters are
growing in the storm drains along Woodward Avenue. That’s how high the water is there.) Trees
drink thousands of gallons of water a year—about 10 gallons per inch of trunk diameter per
week. So a tree with a 12” diameter trunk drinks between 120-150 gallons of water a day.
Another great reason to plant more trees!

Coupled with Norwalk’s depleted tree canopy is its extremely high percentage of impervious
surface—pavement, rooftops, roadways—areas where water can’t soak into the ground and
return to wetlands and rivers naturally. That means storm water runs off immediately into
storm drains and directly into the river or the Sound carrying all kinds of pollution with it. In
fact, the largest source of pollution in the Norwalk River is this sort of storm-water runoff.
Tree roots could catch and filter this water, helping to keep the river, Long Island Sound, and the
oysters and clams we like to eat, cleaner.

As for air quality, Norwalk has discouraging numbers. Using the incidence of asthma as an
indicator, Norwalk’s average levels of 8.8% are higher than the national average of 7.7%,
according to the CDC, and SONO’s average is even higher at 9.2%. Recent research suggests that
access to green space may lower asthma rates, and according to the US Forest Service:
one large tree provides a day’s supply of oxygen for up to four people.

Trees also help us fight climate change because they store carbon dioxide in their fibers helping
to clean the air and reduce the negative effects that CO2 has on the environment.

In the face of climate change, cities are looking for ways to combat the costs associated with
rising temperatures. Investing in planting trees can save us all money: a recent study by the
Nature Conservancy found that restoring tree canopy in urban areas like Norwalk with less than
20% tree cover, resulted in reduced air temperatures (between .5 and 5.0°C), great enough to
offset predicted increases from climate change in the coming few years.
Cooling tree shade results in decreased air conditioner costs.
Cooling tree shade reduces mortality during heat waves.

Save the Bees! Plant more trees!

Finally, to the bees. Our work on the Pollinator Pathway has been spurred by alarming decreases
in the numbers of birds, bees, butterflies, and other insects crucial to our survival—the “Insect
Apocalypse” as the New York Times called it. More good news here, though, according to the
Xerces Society, it turns out that our native bees, and honey bees as well, can adapt quite well to
urban living and even thrive in cities. But Bees are sensitive to temperature, and cities are
hotter than rural areas because of all the pavement.
The solution: more shade, more trees.

Bees and other pollinators also benefit from the blooms on native trees such as maple, black
cherry, willow, and oak. We don’t think of trees as having flowers, but they do. They are just
high up in the canopy. They supply vital sources of nectar and pollen. You may be seeing the
relatively conspicuous red maple blooming now.

These early blooms are especially important for the queen bumblebees that emerge first in
spring, looking for nectar, to sustain them so they can lay their eggs and supply us with the
season’s bees.
Many butterflies also need trees as “larval hosts;” they lay their eggs on trees like sugar maple
and white oak and the caterpillars munch the leaves once they emerge.

Here’s what you can do: Support the Norwalk Tree Alliance, Plant a Tree (or two) in Your Yard
reducing lawn area, Join the Norwalk River Watershed Association along the Pollinator
Pathway this summer and help us plant!! Check our Norwalk River Watershed Association
Facebook Page and Norwalk River Watershed Association for updates.

Thank you!
Louise Washer, President, NRWA
Last year NRWA planted 72 trees, 408 shrubs, over 3000 perennial plants, and
18 pounds of seed along the Pollinator Pathway connecting the seven watershed
towns; restoring wildlife habitat and riverbanks!

If you want to plant a tree, or have any questions, email Louise:
info@norwalkriver.org
I learned how to plant trees from her! It’s amazing!
AND NOW……………
Please watch this extraordinary four minute film

on the Pollinator Pathway,
by Mary Clay Fields!

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=nCFqjp94M2E&feature=youtu.be

For other works by Mary Clay Fields, click here:
https://vimeo.com/user31689732

Until next week,
When we meet again!

